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That feeling is like coming to a fairyland on earth. 

Walking all the way inside, almost everyone’s face was filled with smiles. 

Dustin followed Margaret, looking around with vigilant eyes. 

This place looks peaceful, but actually hides murderous intent. 

There are some poisonous insects, snakes and ants entrenched in the ground that 

ordinary people can’t see, and in the big trees. 

It’s just that the sun hasn’t set yet, so these poisons are dormant in the dark. 

Once darkness falls, it’s time for the poisons to hunt. 

“Look! What is that?!” 

While walking, a man from the Black Scorpion Team suddenly exclaimed and pointed 

somewhere with his finger. 

Everyone looked in the direction of his finger and saw three fruit trees among the dense 

vegetation. 

These three fruit trees have lush branches and are covered with red fruits. 

All of them are crystal clear and very beautiful. When the sun shines on them, they 

exude a ruby-like luster and look extremely extraordinary. 

“This, this, this…could this be the blood ginseng fruit?!” someone said in surprise. 

“What? Blood ginseng fruit? It’s the kind of treasure that can improve your cultivation 

and prolong your life if you eat it?!” “Oh 



my god! There are so many blood ginseng fruits, we are rich!” 

“…” 

When Everyone became excited after seeing the red fruits on the tree. 

You know, the value of blood ginseng fruit is astonishing, and it is a rare treasure for 

warriors. 

The spiritual energy contained in it is no worse than Wuling Crystal, and it also has the 

effect of strengthening the body and prolonging life. 

In the world of martial arts, blood ginseng fruits are basically marketable and priceless 

treasures. 

As soon as it appears, it will be bought at a high price.  A blood ginseng fruit is already 

very precious. 

But now, there are hundreds or even thousands of them in front of us. How can it not be 

exciting? 

“Quick! Go pick the blood ginseng fruits!” 

Leo Alexander reacted quickly and immediately ordered his subordinates to climb the 

trees and pick the fruits. 

They came here to seek wealth. As long as they packed up these blood ginseng fruits 

and took them away, they would be rich for a lifetime. 

“If I were you, I wouldn’t be so impulsive.” Dustin said coldly. 

“What do you mean? Do you want to take it all to yourself?” Leo Alexander’s eyes 

turned cold. 

Cutting off someone’s wealth is like killing one’s parents. 

If rhys dares to stop them from picking fruits, they will inevitably fight to the death. 



“Just a reminder.” 

Dustin said calmly: “There are many birds and beasts hidden in this oasis. Think about it 

carefully. If these fruits were edible, would they still be there today?” ” 

Hmph! You Stop being alarmist, I think you just want to be alone!” Leo Alexander said 

with a cold face. 

“Believe it or not, it’s up to you.” Dustin was too lazy to talk nonsense. 

“Pick fruit!” Leo Alexander ordered. 

Seven or eight members of the Black Scorpion team immediately dropped their heavy 

equipment and climbed to the fruit tree as quickly as possible. 

“We’re getting rich, we’re getting rich! We’re getting rich!” 

The members of the Black Scorpion Team were very excited, holding bags in one hand 

and picking blood ginseng fruits with the other. 

“Senior brother! If we don’t take action, the blood ginseng fruit will be destroyed by 

them.” A disciple of the Golden Blade Sect couldn’t hold it any longer. 

“Do it!” 

Kevin Snow hesitated for a few seconds and finally gave the order. 

However, just as the disciples of the Golden Knife Sect were preparing to pick the fruits, 

something unexpected happened. 

 


